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An extremely high densities and strong
magnetic fields [1] can be expected in com-
pact stars like white dwarf (WD) and neutron
stars (NS). The values of electrical conductiv-
ity of the crustal matter act as an important
input [2] for simulations of magnetized neu-
tron stars in the general relativity, including
binary magnetized neutron star mergers. It
is due to the recently observed gravitational
wave signal GW170817 [3], the binary neutron
star merger simulation suddenly get special at-
tention. Owing to this connection with these
contemporary studies on neutron star merger
and gravitational wave, the microscopic calcu-
lation of electrical conductivity in presence of
magnetic field might be an important research
topic, which is attempted in present work [4].

We know that in absence of magnetic field,
the electrical conductivity along any direction
remain same, which means that we will get
an isotropic conductivity tensor σij = δijσD.
Here, Drude conductivity for relativistic quark

matter can be expressed as σD = nq2τc
µ , where

n = 2g
6π2 (µ2 − m2)3/2 is number density of

quark with charge q, mass m, degeneracy fac-
tor g = spin × color × flavor = 2 × 3 × 2 = 12.
The τc is relaxation time of quark, whose
values are expected to be fermi (fm) order
(fm/c ∼ 10−23 s).

In presence of external magnetic field (along
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z-direction), isotropic properties of conduc-
tivity tensor breaks down and we get differ-
ent values of parallel (σzz) and perpendicular
(σxx = σyy) components of electrical conduc-
tivity along with a new component - Hall con-
ductivity (σxy = −σyx). Ohm’s law for this
picture will be Jx

Jy
Jz

 =

 σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz

 Ex
0
0

 , (1)

where

σxx =
∑
f=u,d

σD
1

1 + (τc/τBf )2
(2)

σyx = −
∑
f=u,d

σD
τc/τBf

1 + (τc/τBf )2
, (3)

where τBf = µ/qfB is cyclotron time scale
and flavor degeneracy factor 2 will have to be
removed from n or σD as they are summed

now. By applying ~E = Ey ŷ, repeatation of
same calculation will give us the expressions of
σyy, σxy, which follow the relations σxx = σyy,
σxy = −σyx. Longitudinal conductivity along
z-axis will remain unaffected by magnetic field
and it will be σzz = σD.

Without magnetic field picture resistivity
ρD will be exactly inverse of conductivity σD
i.e. ρD = 1/σD but in presence of magnetic
field, we will get resistivity matrix, following
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FIG. 1: Maximum Landau level lQmax as a function
of magnetic field in quantized way for two values
of chemical potential µ = 0.2 GeV, µ = 0.4 GeV.

inverse relation of Eq. (1): ρxx ρxy ρxz
ρyx ρyy ρyz
ρzx ρzy ρzz

 Jx
Jy
Jz

 =

 Ex
0
0

 . (4)

Comparing Eq. (1) and (4), we get the rela-
tions for each quark flavor:

ρxx = ρyy =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

=
1

σD
=

µ

nq2fτc
,

ρyx = −ρxy =
σxy

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

=
τc

σDτB
=

B

nqf
,

ρzz =
1

σzz
=

1

σD
=

µ

nq2fτc
. (5)

According to these classical expressions of
conductivity or resistivity tensors, one can
draw their those components as functions of
magnetic field B. Perpendicular component
of conductivity σxx decreases with B, while
its parallel component σzz remains indepen-
dent of B as Lorentz force does not work along
the direction of B. Hall conductivity σxy first
increases and then decreases with B. In the
case of resistivity tensor, parallel (ρzz) and
perpendicular (ρxx) components are same and
constant against B-axis, while Hall resistivity
ρxy proportionally increases with B.

Now, if one introduces Landau quantization
in the framework, then quantum expressions
of resistivity and conductivity tensors can be

obtained. In quantization picture, perpendic-

ular momenta are quantized as ~k2⊥ = 2lqfB,
where l is Landau level, which can be maxi-
mum for zero Fermi-momentum along perpen-

dicular direction. So, lmax = µ2−m2

2qfB
, which

is plotted in Fig. (1) for µ = 0.2 and 0.4
GeV. Here, we can get a visualization of quan-
tized Landau levels, whose maximum possi-
ble values will be increased as we decrease
magnetic field. So, Landau level summa-
tion almost behave like integration in low B
zone, where classical expressions can be re-
stored from their quantum expressions but in
high B zone, we can find quantized pattern
of all conductivity/resistivity components in-
cluding Hall, which popularly called quantum
Hall effect (QHE). Present work has explored
that possibility of quantum Hall effect (QHE),
which will be presented in the conference with
detailed mathematical descriptions.
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